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REPATRIATION OF DISABLED PRISONERS 0? ,/AR

The return ref British Bopire and United States disabled prisoners
of war. fror.v Germany under the provisions of the Geneva Convention is in

progress and the first parties are being embarked at Gothenburg for the

voyage hone;

Soon after the end of the Tunisian campaign, proposals were

received from the enemy Government on this subject and this repatriation
follows agreements which hc.ve been made between the German Government

and His Majesty’s Governments and between the German Government and
the Government of the United States, The agreements provide for the

mutual repatriation from both sides, regardless of their ramies or numbers,
of all seriously sick and seriously wounded prisoners of war who have
been recommended by medical authorities. Doctors, chaplains, medical

orderlies and stretcher bea.rers in excess of--those.,..needed for the care'

of their fellow prisoners are also being repatriated under the'agree-
ments.

The repatriation is being carried out in three separate movements

as follows: -

NOKTH SEA MOVEMENT

A British hospital ship and transport have delivered at Gothenburg
German prisoners of war frees camps in the United Kingdom, Canada and

the United States, For the return voyage they will be joined by a.

Swedish ship and the three ships will bring back to the United Kingdom
more than 4,000 men, all of whom have been brought to Gothenburg from

Germany, The great majority of these belong to this country, but there

are also some Canadians and 17 members of the United States Forces,

The comparatively small number of United States prisoners is explained
by the relatively small numbers who have been captured by the Germans,

An official-list of these included in the repatriation has been

received from the Goman Government, and the next-cf-kih of those

concerned are being informed, It will not be possible for relatives

to be present at the ports, but as soon as the. men.

/have



have safely arrived, they will be given facilities for communicating
direct with their families, The Americans -will be sent back to their

homes as seen .as possible after they have reached this country.

FIRST WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN MOVEMENT

German ships have arrived at an Allied port in North '.Test Africa.
These ships did not bring Allied prisoners. They will embark a large

number of German prisoners and return to a German controlled port in France,

SECOND WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN MOVEMENT

A British hospital ship and transport will shortly reach Barcelona

with German prisoners brought, from the Middle East. These ships will return

to a Middle East port with more than 1,000 men who will have been brought
to Barcelona, in German ships from a German controlled port in France and
who belong to the Forces of Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, India,

Cyprus, Palestine and other parts of the British Commonwealth. The United

States will not take part in this movement
. These men mill ; return home as

soon as possible after being landed in the Middle East.

The ships. concerned sail under safe conduct and carry International

Red Cross delegates as neutral ; ohservers.

The successful conclusion of these negotiations is largely due to

the unfailing co-operation of the Swiss Government in their capacity of

Protecting Power, ;?e are also grateful to the Swedish and'Spanish
Governments for their ready help at the ports of transfer.
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